
Waterproof case with selfie grip, universal size for smartphones up to
6.8"
SKU: TEWATERSELFIEP

Take selfies in the water or snow with this IPX8 certified case featuring a lanyard and
airtight closure

SELFIES IN ANY SITUATION WITH YOUR DRY SMARTPHONE

One-handed shooting while in the water or snow. This  waterproof case is perfect for immortalizing your most memorable
moments while you're at the beach, by the pool or in the mountains.

TOTAL PROTECTION AGAINST WATER AND DUST

Carry it everywhere thanks to the practical lanyard with clip that you can fix to the top of the case. The airtight seal allows
you to shelter your smartphone from water, snow and the infiltration of dust or sand.

This protection is IPX8 certified: you can use it for short dives up to a depth of one meter. Take a photo underwater thanks to the 
hand grip that allows you to hold your smartphone with just one hand.

UNIVERSAL SIZE FOR SMARTPHONES UP TO 6.8"

The phone protector is for devices up to 6.8". It has a universal size for Android smartphones such as Samsung, Xiaomi,
Oppo, Huawei, LG, Motorola, Nokia, Honor etc  or iPhone models that fall within these measures.

USE IT FOR MANY ACTIVITIES



Boating, water parks, surfing, snorkelling, fishing, rafting, winter skiing or water skiing : the possibilities are endless.
Fantasy will be your only limit.

KEY FEATURES:

IPX8 certification to keep your smartphone dry even during short dives to a depth of 1m
Clip-on lanyard for wearing around the neck
Universal size for Android smartphones and iPhones up to 6.8"
Perfect for the swimming pool, sea, water sports or mountains



Waterproof case with selfie grip, universal size for smartphones up to 6.8"
SKU: TEWATERSELFIEP

Technical data
Color: pink  
EAN: 8018417400612  
SKU: TEWATERSELFIEP  
Weight: 20 g  
Material: Plastic, PVC  
Dimensions: 170x80mm  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 18 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 210 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 70 g  
Width Inner: 140 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 440 mm  
Height Inner: 90 mm  
Weight Inner: 515 g  
Width Master: 320 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 320 mm  
Weight Master: 6940 g  
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